COLD CASE TEAM’S FOIA SUIT OPENS SECRET “COOPER” FILE
But FBI keeps a key record from American public – involving sleuths’ living target

L to R: Team at Fed Court, 9/8/16; FBI sketch; vet’s 1970 pic; his phony “Lt. Colonel” uniform (1 of 22 fake IDs).

3/30/17 Press Release (Washington, DC): Six months after a cold case team spearheaded by retired
FBI sued to gain access to the archived D.B. Cooper file, the Department of Justice is now “under court
order to [begin] processing responsive records” from the unsolved 1971 hijacking case for public release.
But Asst. US Attorney Jeremy Simon followed up the judge’s FOIA edict with an emailed caveat to Mark
S. Zaid, lawyer for the independent team: “It is the FBI’s policy that, absent a privacy act waiver or proof
of death, the FBI can [not] provide records pertaining to specific individuals” that were once suspected.
“Individuals” like Robert W. Rackstraw Sr., now 73 – the focus of this private investigation for six years.
The team and several lawmen once assigned to his hunt believe the Special Forces-trained Vietnam
paratrooper, pilot, explosives expert and four-time felon was wrongly cleared by the agency in 1979.
“If Rackstraw is an innocent man, why not just show us? What is the FBI hiding?” said team member
Shannen Rossmiller, a former Bureau cyber-spy asset and Montana judge.
“Director [James] Comey should be ashamed of the way his former agents are being treated,” said
Thomas J. Colbert, the team’s organizer. “The Bureau closed the case on us last year without warning,
claiming leads and resources are exhausted. If that’s true, why do they keep digging for Jimmy Hoffa?”
Colbert and his partner-wife, Dawna, have FBI emails stretching back to 2011 that show Headquarters
and Seattle Division – including Cooper Case Agent Curtis Eng – have been discreetly collaborating with
the volunteer team. One dated 8/15/12 states “the FBI welcomes any further information you uncover.”
Trouble began, however, in late 2015 when the sleuths revealed they had close to 100 pieces of new
evidence on Rackstraw – including DNA, letter trails, a sister’s death-bed confession and secret aliases.
The Colberts assert Comey’s executives then canceled a promised team meeting in 2016, refused to
accept the case materials and sent the closed Cooper file off to a locked archive in Washington, D.C.
Some of the team’s most esteemed investigators believe the reason may involve ego. Retired G-man
Jim Reese, a former FBI profiler and Behavioral Science Unit pioneer, added: “Rule number one was you
don’t embarrass the Bureau. This door-slam was politics, pure and simple.”
FYI (6/6/19): After losing the 2016 FOIA, Dir. Comey’s senior staff began whiting out massive amounts
of the old case’s 71,000 pages – including the names of streets, towns, landmarks, dead witnesses, field
agents, even FBI references to “D.B. Cooper” (See pgs. 2-3). Purge is costing taxpayers an estimated 6
figures a year; at the present rate of release, it will take 11 years ($7 figures) to censor the full 1971 file.
NOTE: Available: Rackstraw Contact #s, Book, articles, video, court docs and research at DBCooper.com
VIDEO: Watch team’s 2013 San Diego Camera Ambush of Rackstraw (3½ minutes): http://bit.ly/2amxQOV
CONTACTS: Co-Author/E.P. Thomas J. Colbert (L.A., CA): 866-778-5669; TColbert@CommStatim.com
Team: Attorney Mark Zaid (WA, D.C.; Handling Colbert’s FOIA): mark@markzaid.com
Entertainment Attorney Michael London (Beverly Hills, CA): 310-474-0577; lonbiz@aol.com

SAMPLES OF FBI REDACTIONS & DISINFORMATION
Names, locations and contacts for these 2 key witnesses to Cooper’s escape are whited out.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The FBI told TJC’s sleuths that one of the reasons
it cleared Rackstraw was because his prints were
not found on jet – but this was disinformation.
In an agency-approved Cooper file search by a
2010 author (with no redactions), a ‘71 agent’s
memo (below) revealed “no prints of value” were
found in rear of plane. As seconded in Cooper’s
5th taunting note to FBI, he “left no fingerprints.”

Above-Left: In October 1971, a phone-caller using a “skip name” (nickname) asked a farmer’s wife in remote Amboy,
Washington, for the exact location of a nearby grass airstrip that wasn’t on any maps. A month later, the FBI heard
about that call, a small plane practicing touch-and-goes on the airstrip, and a briefcase-carrying man in a business suit
who was spotted there one evening – walking out of the night woods. Above-Right: Two agents hunted down that
skip-named caller and his well-described aircraft (with a partial tail number). But even with six matching case details
(underlined items), the G-men accepted the pilot’s flimsy alibi (At star). As one of those feds later contended in a
book, aviators are “head and shoulders above the standards and values and the character of average Americans.”
FYI: TJC found the alleged Getaway Pilot in 2017 and gave his location/contacts to FBI – but no new action was taken.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Disinformation: Case Agent Eng told TJC’s team the taunting Cooper letters to FBI were “discounted long ago.” But
as these 2 memos on Letter #1 (and previous page’s director memo) show, Hoover himself was after the writer. ##

